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This style guide is a library of
the different blouse and shirt styles
we manufacture.

Each style can be made in any fabric
type and trims can be modified to
the clients needs.

Our sample and fabric libraries are
also available for clients to see the
style and fabric options.

You can contact us to discuss any
garments you are interested in.
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BLOUSES & SHIRTS

Blouses and shirts can be supplied:

• In any fabric.

• In single or twin packs.



DANIELA

Fitted S/S blouse, longer length,
sleeve feature strip

ELAINE

Revere collar S/S blouse

ALISON

Fitted L/S blouse with mandarin collar

DEBBIE

Fitted L/S blouse, revere neck,
rounded collar

CAROLINE

Junior blouse, button to neck,
rounded collar, elasticated cuffs

AMELIA

Fitted L/S blouse, revere collar
(Alison body)

EMILIA

Fitted L/S blouse, longer length,
sleeve feature strip

FIONA

Revere neck, fitted, L/S blouse

JACKIE

Fitted L/S blouse, button to neck

JULIE

L/S blouse with revere neck and
pointed front hem

KATHERINE

Fitted S/S blouse, revere neck, rounded
collar, short body blouson style

MADELAINE

Revere neck L/S blouse

MARIA

S/S blouse with revere neck and
pointed front hem

JANE

S/S blouson style blouse, with wide
revere collar and turn-up cuffs

JENNIFER

Loose fit L/S blouse, revere neck,
pointed collar

KATERINA
Longer length version of Katie

to tuck-in
KATIE

Fitted L/S blouse, revere neck,
rounded collar
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JOHN

Secondary age regular fit, S/S shirt

GODFREY
Primary age S/S shirt

JERRY
S/S primary age shirt,

longer back than Godfrey

SARAH

L/S blouse, button to neck, rounded
peter pan collar

STELLA

Fitted S/S blouse, button to neck,
rounded collar

MICHELLE

L/S blouse, revere neck, rounded
collar, breast pocket

SOPHIA

Fitted L/S blouse, revere neck,
pointed collar

REBECCA

L/S blouse with open collar and
contrast panel inserted in collar

MIRANDA

¾ Sleeve blouse, revere neck.

VIVIAN

L/S junior blouse, button to neck,
rounded collar

GEOFFREY
Primary age L/S shirt

JEREMY
L/S primary age shirt, longer

back than Geoffrey

SUSAN

Fitted L/S blouse, revere neck
pointed collar, shorter length

blouson style

VANESSA

S/S revere neck fitted blouse
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CHRISTOPHER
Slim fit secondary age L/S shirt with
double cuffs, no breast pocket

CRAIG
Standard fit secondary age L/S shirt
(Thomas without a breast pocket)

NIGEL
L/S shirt, primary age, breast pocket.

(Thomas but longer length on
smaller sizes)

THOMAS
Secondary age standard fit L/S shirt,

with a breast pocket

SHIRTS
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